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In crystals the speed of the surface acoustic wave mode may approach that of the lowest-speed
quasitransverse bulk mode in some directions of propagation. Under these circumstances, it is
possible for energy to be transferred from the surface mode to the bulk mode by nonlinear coupling.
In the present paper we investigate the possibilities for mode coupling in the~001!, ~110!, and~111!
planes of cubic crystals. A condition is given for determining the range of propagation directions
with significant coupling, and numerical results are provided for eight different crystals with a range
of anisotropy ratios. It is shown that even for significant excitation amplitudes the coupling is
negligible for most propagation directions in the aforementioned surface cuts. ©2003 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1566974#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Fe, 43.35.Pt, 68.35.Iv@DEC#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Anisotropic media have the property that acoustic wa
speeds vary as a function of the direction of propagation
particular, there exist directions where the lowest speed
quasitransverse bulk wave approaches the speed of the
face acoustic wave~SAW!.1 In these instances, it is possib
for nonlinear coupling~and therefore energy exchange! be-
tween the surface acoustic wave and quasitransverse
wave to occur. Several theoretical models for the nonlin
propagation of SAWs in anisotropic media2–4 do not account
for this coupling, an observation also made previously in
context of nonlinear Scholte waves.5 To properly use these
theories it is important to quantitatively determine their
gions of applicability, a topic that does not appear to ha
been explored.

In this article we describe the condition under whi
significant coupling may be expected in crystals. Calcu
tions based on the model of Ref. 4 are presented for e
different cubic crystals with a range of anisotropy ratios
propagation in the~001!, ~110!, and ~111! surface cuts. The
properties of nonlinear SAWs in the materials and surf
cuts presented here have been discussed in detail in pre
work,6–8 and measurements of finite-amplitude SAWs in
lected directions in the~001! and ~111! planes of crystalline
silicon have corroborated the waveform evolution predic
by the model.9,10The present calculations show that for pra
tical excitation amplitudes, negligible coupling is expect
for most propagation directions.

a!Contribution of NIST, an agency of the U.S. government; not subjec
U.S. copyright.

b!Current address: Department of Physics, University of Windsor, 401 S
set Ave., Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4, Canada. Electronic m
ronkumon@kumonweb.com
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II. MODE COUPLING CONDITION

Coupling between the surface mode and quasitransv
bulk mode is insignificant when the characteristic nonline
length scalex̄ ~e.g., the shock formation distance! is large in
relation to the coherence length11 for the modal interaction.
For a SAW of wave numberk and speedc, this criterion
corresponds to

1

kx̄
!

Dc

cb

, ~1!

where Dc5uc2cbu and cb is the speed of the bulk wave
The characteristic nonlinear length scale is

x̄5
1

ubuek
, ~2!

whereb is the coefficient of nonlinearity6 ande is the char-
acteristic acoustic strain. Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1!
yields

e!
Dc

cb

1

ubu
. ~3!

Equation~3! can be used in two ways to develop limi
for negligible mode coupling. First, the range of propagat
directions with negligible mode coupling can be determin
with a given upper bound on the acoustic strain. In SA
experiments with some of the largest amplitudes,9,10 the
maximum applied acoustic strain ise50.01. With this con-
dition, the criterion for negligible mode coupling is given b

0.1,~Dc/cb!/ubu, ~4!

providing for a difference of an order of magnitude betwe
both sides of Eq.~3!. The actual range may be larger depen
ing on the value ofe for a given data set. Equation~4! is used
in Sec. III to evaluate the range of propagation directio
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for negligible coupling for a variety of materials and su
face cuts. Second, the maximum acoustic strain that
sures negligible mode coupling for all propagation directio
is

emax5minS Dc

cb

0.1

ubu D . ~5!

Values ofemax for each cut and each material are given
Tables I, II, and III.

III. RESULTS

A. Specific case: Si in „111… plane

To illustrate the analysis in detail, calculations are p
formed for Si in the~111! plane, and the results are summ
rized in Fig. 1. Figure 1~a! shows the scaled wave spee
c/cref of the surface and lowest quasitransverse bulk mo
as a function of the angleu between the propagation direc
tion and ^112̄&, where cref5(c44/r)1/2. Only the angular
range 0°<u<30° is considered because the wave speeds
symmetric aboutu530° and periodic every 60° in this plane
The speeds approach each other asu→30° but do not con-
verge. Figure 1~b! showsDc/cb as a function of propagation
direction. In accordance with Fig. 1~a!, the maximum change
in relative wave speed occurs atu50° around 5.9% and de
creases to around 2.8% asu→30°. Figure 1~c! shows the
magnitude of the nonlinearity coefficient as a function
propagation direction. The magnitude of the nonlinearity
efficient is maximum atu50° and decreases monotonical
asu→30°. ~As discussed in Ref. 7, the absolute value of
nonlinearity matrix elements and thereforeubu are symmetric
aboutu530° and periodic every 60° in this plane.! Finally,

FIG. 1. ~a! Scaled SAW and quasitransverse~QT! bulk wave speeds,~b!
relative wave speed,~c! nonlinearity coefficient, and~d! ratio of relative
wave speed to nonlinearity coefficient as a function of propagation direc
for Si in ~111! surface cut.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 R. E. Kumo
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FIG. 2. Scaled SAW~solid! and lowest quasitransverse bulk wave~dashed!
mode speeds as a function of propagation direction in the~111! plane.

FIG. 3. (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propagation direction in the~111!
plane.
3061n and M. F. Hamilton: Nonlinear SAW and bulk mode coupling
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Fig. 1~d! shows (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propagation
direction. While bothDc/cb andubu decrease asu→30°, their
ratio actually increases asu→30°. Hence, the limitation on
the range of negligible mode coupling is due more to
larger nonlinearity coefficient asu→0° than to the closenes
of the SAW and quasitransverse bulk mode speeds in
region. For this particular caseemax50.0088 by Eq.~5!.
However, Fig. 1~d! can be used to evaluate the range
propagation directions with negligible coupling for any giv
value ofe by looking to see where the curve exceeds a h
zontal line at that value of the maximum applied acous
strain.

B. General study

For many materials, the angular dependence of the S
speed can be conveniently grouped according to the ma
al’s anisotropy ratio1 h52c44/(c112c12). The ratio is de-
fined such thath51 for isotropic materials. KCl, NaCl, SrF2,
BaF2, Si, Ge, Ni, and Cu are selected for study here to ill
trate the behavior seen for the range of anisotropy ra
0.373<h<3.20. The anisotropy ratio for each individual m
terial is listed in the tables.

1. (111) plane

Figure 2 shows the scaled surface and lowest quasitr
verse mode wave speedsc/cref as a function of the propaga
tion direction for the~111! plane. As in Fig. 1,u is defined as
the angle between the propagation direction and^112̄&. The
closest convergence occurs for the materials withh.1. Fig-
ure 3 shows (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propagation direc
tion. Table I lists the anisotropy ratios,emax, and the range of
directions for negligible mode coupling for values of appli
acoustic straine50.005 ande50.01. While the ranges de
crease as the anisotropy ratio increases, negligible coup
is expected for most directions in most of the materials.
demonstrated in Sec. III A, the directions without negligib
mode coupling tend to occur more where the nonlinea
coefficient is strong rather than where the SAW and qu
transverse bulk modes are nearly equal in speed.

2. (001) plane

Next, consider propagation in the~001! plane. Figure 4
shows the scaled surface and lowest quasitransverse m
wave speedsc/cref as a function of propagation distance.
this sectionu is defined as the angle between the propaga
direction and^100&. Only the angular range 0°,u,45° is

TABLE I. Parameters for mode coupling in the~111! plane.

Negligible mode coupling with
Material h emax e50.005 e50.01

KCl 0.373 0.016 All directions All directions
NaCl 0.705 0.016 All directions All directions
SrF2 0.803 0.041 All directions All directions
BaF2 1.02 0.028 All directions All directions
Si 1.57 0.0088 All directions 7°,u,30°
Ge 1.66 0.0085 All directions 7°,u,30°
Ni 2.60 0.0042 5°,u,30° 12°,u,30°
Cu 3.20 0.0014 12°,u,30° 17°,u,30°
3062 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 R. E
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FIG. 4. Scaled SAW and lowest quasitransverse bulk mode speeds
function of propagation direction in the~001! plane. Note that KCl, NaCl,
SrF2 all havec/cref51.

FIG. 5. (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propagation direction in the~001!
plane.
. Kumon and M. F. Hamilton: Nonlinear SAW and bulk mode coupling
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considered because the wave speeds are symmetric a
u545° and are periodic everyu590°. For the materials
shown withh.1, the SAW and lowest quasitransverse bu
modes converge asu→45°. The pseudosurface wave1 mode
at u545° is not considered in this study.

Figure 5 shows (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propaga
tion direction. Unlike the~111! plane, b is always real-
valued in this plane and can be zero.6 The zeros are the
source of the discontinuities in the slope ofubu and therefore
also in the curves for Si nearu532°, Ge nearu531°, Ni near
u526° and Cu nearu528° in Fig. 5. @In cases whereubu
50, Eq. ~2! does not apply, although an alternative char
teristic nonlinear length scalex̄ can be constructed8 so that
Eq. ~3! is still valid.# Like Table I, Table II lists the acoustic
strains and angular ranges with negligible mode coupli
Negligible coupling occurs for all directions for the materia
with h,1. For the materials withh.1, ubu→0, but
(Dc/cb)→0 faster so that the net result is (Dc/cb)/ubu→0.
As a result, negligible mode coupling occurs only in selec
ranges, but still over half the possible angular range. Like
~111! plane, the ranges in the~001! plane decrease as th
anisotropy ratioh increases.

3. (110) plane

Finally, consider propagation in the~110! plane. Figure
6 shows the scaled surface and lowest quasitransverse m
wave speedsc/cref . In this plane,u is defined as the angl
between the propagation direction and^001&. Only the angu-
lar range 0°,u,90° is considered because the wave spe
are symmetric aboutu590° and are periodic everyu5180°.
Note that the discontinuities of the slopes of the lowest q
sitransverse mode curves in Fig. 6 occur because the q
transverse mode of lowest speed changes in these direc
from one type to another~e.g., see Figs. 11 and 15 in Farne1

for plots of both quasitransverse modes for Ni and KCl!. The
SAW and lowest quasitransverse bulk mode for KCl a
NaCl converge only asu→90°. While a pseudosurface wav
mode is possible atu590° for some materials, it is not con
sidered here.

Figure 7 shows (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propaga
tion direction. As in the~001! plane,b is real-valued and can
be zero for certain directions in the materials considered.
zeros or near zeros are the source of the discontinuities in
slope of (Dc/cb)/ubu for KCl nearu510° andu570°, SrF2
nearu511° andu579°, Si nearu560°, and Ge nearu565°.
Table III is the analog of Tables I and II for the~110!

TABLE II. Parameters for mode coupling in the~001! plane.

Negligible mode coupling with
Material h emax e50.005 e50.01

KCl 0.373 0.040 All directions All directions
NaCl 0.705 0.014 All directions All directions
SrF2 0.803 0.12 All directions All directions
BaF2 1.02 0.032 All directions All directions
Si 1.57 None 0°,u,27° 0°,u,26°
Ge 1.66 None 0°,u,26° 0°,u,24°
Ni 2.60 None 0°,u,28° 0°,u,22°
Cu 3.20 None 0°,u,30° 0°,u,22°
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 R. E. Kumo
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FIG. 6. Scaled SAW and lowest quasitransverse bulk mode speeds
function of propagation direction in the~110! plane.

FIG. 7. (Dc/cb)/ubu as a function of propagation direction in the~110!
plane.
3063n and M. F. Hamilton: Nonlinear SAW and bulk mode coupling
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plane. For KCl and NaCl,Dc/cb→0 andubu→0 asu→90°,
but the wave speeds converge faster, so that the net res
that the ratio goes to zero. As a result, negligible mode c
pling is expected only for propagation directions away fro
u590°, as shown in Table III. For materials withh.1, neg-
ligible coupling is expected for most directions, except
relatively small regions where there is both a strong non
earity coefficient and relatively close SAW and quasitra
verse wave speeds. As in the previous two planes, the ra
tend to decrease as the anisotropy ratioh increases.

IV. CONCLUSION

The condition for the nonlinear mode coupling betwe
the SAW and lowest quasitransverse bulk mode is defi
and examined. Numerical results are presented for the c
crystals KCl, NaCl, SrF2, BaF2, Si, Ge, Ni, and Cu in the
~001!, ~110!, and ~111! planes. As an example, a detaile
study is provided for Si in the~111! plane. Criteria are de
veloped for~1! determining the range of directions of neg
gible mode coupling for a given acoustic strain and~2! cal-
culating the maximum acoustic strain for which negligib
mode coupling occurs in all directions in a given plane.

In the ~111! plane, the magnitude of the nonlineari
coefficient tends to determine the range of directions w
negligible mode coupling more strongly than the closen
of the SAW and quasitransverse speeds. In the~001! plane,
the nonlinearity coefficient also tends to dominate, except
materials such as Si, Ge, Ni, and Cu, where the SAW
quasitransverse modes converge in speed near^110& ~u
545°!. In the ~110! plane, regions without negligible mod
coupling tend to occur where there is both a relatively stro
nonlinearity coefficient and relatively close SAW and qua

TABLE III. Parameters for mode coupling in the~110! plane.

Negligible mode coupling with
Material h emax e50.005 e50.01

KCl 0.373 None 0°,u,72° 0°,u,72°
NaCl 0.705 None 0°,u,72° 0°,u,67°
SrF2 0.803 0.0064 All directions 0°,u,88°
BaF2 1.02 0.029 All directions All directions
Si 1.57 0.010 All directions All directions
Ge 1.66 0.0076 All directions u,32°;u.47°
Ni 2.60 0.0090 All directions u,48°;u.61°
Cu 3.20 0.0040 u,55°;u.65° u,45°;u.72°
3064 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 R. E
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transverse wave speeds. Exceptions are KCl and N
where the convergence between the modes in speed
^11̄0& ~u590°! dominates. The angular ranges of negligib
mode coupling for all three planes tend to decrease in siz
the anisotropy ratio increases. For typical excitation am
tudes, the results indicate that negligible mode coupling
expected for most propagation directions in the~001!, ~110!,
and ~111! planes for the materials considered.
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